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Abstract Gene copy-number abnormalities (CNAs) are
characteristic of solid tumors and are found in association
with developmental abnormalities and/or mental retarda-
tion. The ultimate impact of CNAs is exerted by the al-
tered expression of encoded genes. We have utilized high-
density oligonucleotide arrays from Affymetrix to iden-
tify DNA CNAs via their impact on mRNA expression
levels. In these studies, we have used three different tri-
somic cell lines (trisomy 9, trisomy 18, trisomy 21) as
models of CNAs and have compared mRNA expression
in those trisomic cells with that observed in diploid cell
lines of matched tissue origin. Our data clearly show that
genes from CNA chromosome regions are substantially
over-represented (P<0.000001 by chi-square analysis) in
the differentially expressed subset from comparisons of
all three trisomic cell lines with normal matching cells. In
addition, we have been able to detect the origin of the du-
plication by a statistical scan for over-expressed genes.

These data show that microarray detection of differential
mRNA expression can be used to identify significant
DNA CNAs.

Introduction

DNA copy-number abnormalities (CNAs; amplifications
and deletions) are characteristic of solid tumors (Schwab
1999; Popescu and Zimonjic 1997) and are found in asso-
ciation with developmental abnormalities and/or mental
retardation (Capone 2001). Various techniques have been
developed for detecting CNAs, including comparative ge-
nomic hybridization (CGH) and loss of heterozygosity or
allelic imbalance (Albertson and Pinkel 2003; Kashiwagi
and Uchida 2000; Forozan et al. 1997). The ultimate im-
pact of CNAs is exerted by the altered expression of en-
coded genes. We have utilized the Affymetrix high-den-
sity oligonucleotide array (HG-U133A) to identify DNA
CNAs via their impact on mRNA expression levels. In
these studies, we have used three different trisomic cell lines
(trisomy 9, trisomy 18, trisomy 21) as models of CNAs
and have compared mRNA expression in those trisomic
cells with that observed in diploid cell lines of matched
tissue origin.

Materials and methods

The trisomic cells, trisomy 9 (GM03226, containing an additional
truncated copy of chromosome 9, 47, XY, +del(9)(9pter→q11)),
trisomy 18 (GM00734, containing an additional copy of chromo-
some 18, 47, XX, +18), and trisomy 21 (GM02067, containing an
additional copy of chromosome 21, 47, XY, +21), and their re-
spective age, gender, and cell-type matched normal control cells
GM00302, GM04552, and GM05386 were obtained from Coriell
Cell Repositories/NIGMS (http://locus.umdnj.edu/nigms/). Cells
were grown under standard culture conditions (MEM Eagle-Earle
BSS, 2× essential and non-essential amino acids and vitamins,
with 2 mM L-glutamine), and total RNA was isolated by using a
Qiagen RNeasy Kit. Labeled cRNA was synthesized and hybridized
to Affymetrix U133A GeneChip high-density oligonucleotide ar-
rays according to the standard Affymetrix protocol. Paired com-
parison analyses were performed for trisomy cells and their re-
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spective controls by using the Statistical Expression Algorithm of
the Affymetrix Microarray Suite 5.0. The default settings were
used for declaring over-expressed transcripts (change P-value
<0.0045). The extent to which transcripts from a given chromo-
some were over-represented among the set of over-expressed genes
was indicated by an odds ratio relative to the basal representation
of genes from that transcript in the entire Affymetrix U133A sam-
pling frame. Statistical significance of excess representation was
evaluated by using the chi-squared test, which produced a global
test statistic indicating departure from expected incidence across
all chromosomes (χ2 with 23 df; Fleiss 1981).

To identify the specific chromosome showing significant CNAs,
the global test statistic was decomposed into constituent values for
each chromosome (χ2 with 1 df expressed as a percentage of the to-
tal χ2 value with 23 df). The trisomy 9 cell line contained a dupli-
cation of only a portion of chromosome 9 (9pter→q11), and we
therefore analyzed the regions 9pter→q11 and 9q11→qter sepa-
rately.

To determine whether we could identify the origin of a signifi-
cant CNA from over-expression data, we fitted a simple statistical
model to the data from chromosome 9 that included a parameter θ
estimating the chromosomal location at which the incidence of
over-expression rose from the diploid base rate of β to an elevated
rate of δβ in the trisomic region. Formally, this statistical model
expresses the probability of over-expression for each of N assayed
transcripts as a function of the chromosomal location of its tran-
scription start site and the origin of trisomy (Pr[gene n is overex-
pressed]=δθnβ, with n=1, 2,...N indexing the ordinal position of
transcription start sites beginning with 9pter and ending at 9qter, 
θ indicating chromosomal location at which trisomy begins, and
the subscripts θn indicating the dependence of δ on both the loca-
tion of the transcription start side of gene n and the origin of tri-
somy). Transcripts originating outside of the trisomic region (n<θ)

are over-expressed at a base rate β (i.e., δθn=1), and transcripts
originating within the trisomic region (n>θ) are over-expressed at
an altered rate δθnβ (δθn≠1). The model was fitted by maximum
likelihood (binomial probability density), and the sampling distri-
bution of θ was estimated by nonparametric bootstrapping (2000
resamplings of the N=733 ordered transcripts from chromosome 9
present in the Affymetrix U133A array; Efron and Tibshirani
1993).

Results and discussion

To evaluate the effect of DNA CNAs on RNA expression
in trisomy cells, differentially expressed transcripts were
mapped to their respective chromosomal locations. For
the trisomy 9 cell, genes located in the region in which
there was an additional copy (9pter→q11) had a signifi-
cantly higher prevalence in the over-expressed set than
would be expected based on the prevalence of transcripts
from this region in the entire set of transcripts assayed by
the Affymetrix U133A array (Fig. 1). Similar results (all
P<0.00001) were observed with trisomy 18 (odds ratio=
7.28) and 21 (odds ratio=2.20) cell lines (Table 1). These
data show that it is feasible to use microarray detection of
differential mRNA expression to identify significant DNA
CNAs.

To determine whether we could identify the origin of a
significant CNA by using over-expression data, we fitted
a simple statistical model to the data from chromosome 9
of trisomy 9 cells as described above. Analysis showed
that differential gene expression increased from a base
rate of 6.6% to 30.3% in the vicinity of locus 202 of the
733 ordered loci on chromosome 9 (95% confidence inter-
val=[175, 227], χ2(1)=72.4, P<0.000001). This corre-
sponds to a location 38.4 Mb from chr9pter (Fig. 2). This
estimate of the origin of trisomy derived for over-expres-
sion analysis agrees closely with the 9pter→q11duplica-
tion previously documented by cytogenetic methods and
which would correspond to a break-point at ordered locus
208 (39.1 Mb from 9pter). These findings suggest that
changes in over-expression rates can be used to localize
the origin of CNAs.
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Fig. 1 Chromosomal distribution of over-expressed transcripts for
trisomy 9 cells. Concentrations of mRNA for 19,826 human tran-
scripts were assayed by Affymetrix U133A high-density oligonu-
cleotide array in GM03226 cells, which contained an additional
truncated copy of chromosome 9 (9pter→q11). The mRNA levels
in trisomy 9 cells were compared with those of normal cells from
gender-, age-, ethnicity-matched donors. By using Affymetrix Mi-
croarray Suite 5.0, increased transcription was declared when the
change P-value (critical P-value) was less than 0.0045. Differen-
tially expressed transcripts were then mapped to their chromoso-
mal location, and the relative prevalence of over-expressed tran-
scripts from each chromosome was plotted as the odds ratio rela-
tive to the value that would be expected based on the distribution
of chromosomal locations across all transcripts assayed
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In summary, our data clearly show that genes from CNA
chromosome regions are substantially over-represented
(P<0.000001 by chi-square) in the differentially expressed

subset for all three trisomic cell lines. Furthermore, break-
point analysis of trisomy 9 cells demonstrates that high
resolution mapping of CNA origin can be derived from
differential mRNA expression analysis. Expression-based
detection of DNA CNAs may thus provide a complemen-
tary approach to the standard genomic and cytogenetic
methods, such as CGH and fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion, which directly measure the changes in genomic DNA
content. The novelty of the method described here is that
it uses expression data to infer the causative genomic
changes. This is most useful when DNA-based data is not
available, e.g., in attempts to extract genomic information
from archived expressional data of clinical tumor sam-
ples. The resolution of this method is variable and de-
pends primary on the densities of genes in particular chro-
mosome regions but also on the probe set in the particular
array platform. In principle, this technology should be
equally suitable for detecting deletions. However, more

Table 1 Copy-number abnormality detected by microarray expression analysis on trisomic cells

Cell CNA Baseline Over-expression Odds ratioc Chi squared P-valuee Chi square f
distributiona distributionb fraction

GM03226 +9pter→q11 0.01014 0.04941 5.07 181.57 <0.000001 0.711
GM00734 +18 0.01504 0.1000 7.28 393.87 <0.000001 0.888
GM02067 +21 0.01166 0.02529 2.20 40.39 <0.000001 0.462

aThe fraction of all assayed transcripts localized to the chromoso-
mal region in column 2
bThe fraction of over-expressed transcripts localized to the chro-
mosomal region in column 2
cOdds ratio: odds of overexpression for transcripts from the chro-
mosomal region in column 2 relative to the odds of all transcripts
originating from that region

dChi square: difference between observed incidence of over-ex-
pression and incidence expected based on homogenous over-ex-
pression rates across all chromosomes
eP-value: probability of chi-square test statistic greater or equal to
that observed in column 6 by chance alone under the assumption of
homogenous over-expression across chromosomes
fChi square fraction: fraction of the genome-wide departure from
expectation (χ2 df=23 in column 6) that can be attributed to the
specific CNA listed in column 2

Fig. 2 Identification of CNA origin by differential expression.
Over-expressed transcripts in trisomy 9 cells were identified as de-
scribed in Fig. 1 and ordered according to sequence on chromo-
some 9. The bar plot displays results of analysis ordered according
to transcription start site, with vertical bars indicating significant
over-expression. A single break-point model allowing differential
density of over-expression was fitted by maximum likelihood. The
log likelihood associated with breakpoints at each ordinal position
on chromosome 9 was plotted below with the maximum likelihood
value serving as the estimated origin of CNA. Black bar (asterisk)
gives the 95% confidence interval for the origin of CNA over 2000
bootstrap resamplings. Gray lines (middle) map ordinal positions
of each assayed transcript to the relevant chromosomal location.
The 95% confidence interval captures the origin of trisomy as de-
fined by cytogenetic analyses at ordered transcript 208, at a dis-
tance of 38.4 Mb from 9pter
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experimental and statistical studies are needed to define
its sensitivity in detecting deletions.
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